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This exploration of some of the more important frameworks used for understanding the relationship between politics and
economics includes the classical, Marxian, Keynesian, neoclassical, state-centered, power-centered, and justice-centered.This book
raises and addresses questions about the consequences of democratic institutions for economic performance.A bestselling
economist tells us what both politicians and economists must learn to fix America's failing economic policies American economic
policy ranks as something between bad and disgraceful. As leading economist Alan S. Blinder argues, a crucial cultural divide
separates economic and political civilizations. Economists and politicians often talk--and act--at cross purposes: politicians
typically seek economists' "advice" only to support preconceived notions, not to learn what economists actually know or believe.
Politicians naturally worry about keeping constituents happy and winning elections. Some are devoted to an ideology. Economists
sometimes overlook the real human costs of what may seem to be the obviously best policy--to a calculating machine. In Advice and
Dissent, Blinder shows how both sides can shrink the yawning gap between good politics and good economics and encourage the
hardheaded but softhearted policies our country so desperately needs.This book, originally published in 1996, traces the
development of US government policy toward the oil industry during the 1920s and 1930s when the domestic syustem of
production control was established. It then charts the deveopment and collapse of oil import controls, and the wild scramble for
economic rents generated by Government regulation. It discusses the two oil crises and the ‘phantom’ Gulf War crisis, and the
importance of public opinion in shaping the policy agenda. It also provides an in-depth study of Congressional oil votes from the
1950s to the 1980s and the formation of oil policy, beginning with theories of economic regulation, the role of interest groups in
developing the policy agenda and the role of money in politics.During the past half-century Gordon Tullock has continually
advanced the frontiers of political economy, most particularly with respect to the workings of representative democracies and
autocracies. As his reputation grows, Liberty Fund announces a ten-volume collection, The Selected Works of Gordon Tullock.
This series, edited and arranged thematically by George Mason University's Duncan Black Professor of Economics Charles K.
Rowley, brings together Tullock's most significant contributions to economics, political science, public choice, sociology, law and
economics, and bioeconomics. Tullock followed a unique path in his academic career. His exposure to formal economic training
was limited to one course taught by Henry Simons as part of the law curriculum at the University of Chicago. Although Tullock
does not hold a degree in economics, he is one of the most respected and widely cited economists of the modern age. His influence
on modern political economy is simply immense. As Rowley points out in his introduction to the first volume of this series,
“Gordon Tullock is an economist by nature rather than by training.” Assuredly, his “outsider” perspective and his intellectual
brilliance cultivate an uncommon ability to think “outside the box” and to explain scientifically phenomena that are often
intuitively obvious but not readily demonstrated. Tullock and his 1962 coauthor, Nobel laureate James M. Buchanan, are widely
recognized as cofounders of public choice, a field that systematically applies the rational choice approach of economics to the
analysis of political markets. Public choice analysts evaluate the impact on political outcomes exercised by voters, special interests,
bureaucrats, legislators, and presidents on the assumption that each such actor pursues his own self-interest. In so doing, public
choice demonstrates that the “invisible hand,” identified by Adam Smith as associating self-interest in the private marketplace
with the wealth of a nation, does not necessarily hold in political markets, where the “visible boot” of government, unless carefully
checked, may result in economic ruin. Tullock has made pathbreaking contributions to constitutional political economy, the vote
motive, rent-seeking theory, bureaucracy, law and economics, and bioeconomics. He has expanded the frontiers of political
economy, widely defined. Scholars will undoubtedly find the extensive breadth and depth of Tullock's writings enriching. The
general reader, as well as the student of politics, and all who love economic liberty, will find Tullock's prose lucid, readable, and
sprinkled with wit. His forensic argument is penetrating, compelling, clear, and unambiguous. His brilliant mind is surprisingly
accessible to us all. Gordon Tullock is among a small group of living legends in the field of political economics. The Selected Works
of Gordon Tullock provides an entree to the mind of an original thinker. Professor Rowley provides deliberately sparse contextual
introduction to each volume, opting to allow the very able and eloquent Tullock to speak for himself. Charles K. Rowley is Duncan
Black Professor of Economics and a Senior Fellow of the James M. Buchanan Center for Political Economy at George Mason
University. He is also General Director of the Locke Institute.This timely book will explain, via a number of thematic and case
studies, that international economics is not an independent terrain of economic activity reproducing itself throughout history, but
a complex articulation of social, political and culturally determined actions that are inextricably linked. Chapters will address the
role of dominant global powers in the making of global industrial and monetary relations, and, in particular, ways in which, and
the degrees to which dominant economic and military powers, such as the USA, tend to shape the domestic economic environments
of lesser powers after their own image. Supplementing the chapters will be a comprehensive A - Z glossary section, which will
include key International Political Economy terms, e.g. international debt, European free trade area, International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development, IMF, GATT-WTO, Foreign exchange, fixed exchange rates, floating exchange rates, reserve
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currency, gold-dollar parity, multinational corporation, preferential trade agreement, hedge funds, etc. Entries will be crossreferenced for ease of use. This book will be ideal for researchers and students in the areas of politics, international relations and
international economics, as well as for academics, economists, business people, and those with an interest in the workings of
international political economy.In recent years, economic life has become increasingly politicized: now, every company has a
‘philosophy’, promising its customers some ethical surplus in return for buying their products; consumers shop for change;
workers engage in individualized forms of employee activism such as whistleblowing; and governments contribute to the reconfiguration of the economic sphere as a site of political contestation by reminding corporate and private economic actors of their
duty to ‘do their bit’. The Politics of Economic Life addresses this trend by exploring the ways in which practices of consumption,
work, production, and entrepreneurship are imbued with political strategy and ideology, and assesses the potentials and perils of
the politicization of economic activity for democracy in the 21st century.This edited collection looks at the emerging relationship
between politics and economics. The analysis of power relations - traditionally the focus of political science - is becoming
increasingly important to economists in order to understand concepts such as the 'contested nature' of market exchanges. These
papers examine power relations in the firm and the market place and offer an economic perspective of political relations. The book
is divided into three sections: * politics and power in economic organizations * the economic analysis of political organizations *
politics, economics and social change The final section considers how a combination of economic and political tools can be used
effectively to analyse social change.Here is the most comprehensive and authoritative work to date on relationships between the
economy and politics in the years from Eisenhower through Reagan. Extending and deepening his earlier work, which had major
impact in both political science and economics, Hibbs traces the patterns in and sources of postwar growth, unemployment, and
inflation. He identifies which groups win and lose from inflations and recessions. He also shows how voters' perceptions and
reactions to economic events affect the electoral fortunes of political parties and presidents. Hibbs's analyses demonstrate that
political officials in a democratic society ignore the economic interests and demands of their constituents at their peril, because
episodes of prosperity and austerity frequently have critical influence on voters' behavior at the polls. The consequences of
Eisenhower's last recession, of Ford's unwillingness to stimulate the economy, of Carter's stalled recovery were electorally fatal,
whereas Johnson's, Nixon's, and Reagan's successes in presiding over rising employment and real incomes helped win elections.
The book develops a major theory of macroeconomic policy action that explains why priority is given to growth, unemployment,
inflation, and income distribution shifts with changes in partisan control of the White House. The analysis shows how such policy
priorities conform to the underlying economic interests and preferences of the governing party's core political supporters.
Throughout the study Hibbs is careful to take account of domestic institutional arrangements and international economic events
that constrain domestic policy effectiveness and influence domestic economic outcomes. Hibbs's interdisciplinary approach yields
more rigorous and more persuasive characterizations of the American political economy than either purely economic, apolitical
analyses or purely partisan, politicized accounts. His book provides a useful benchmark for the advocacy of new policies for the
1990s--a handy volume for politicians and their staffs, as well as for students and teachers of politics and economics.The volume
brings together leading climate change policy experts to set out the economic analysis and the nature of the negotiations at the
United Nations Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen and beyond.Looks at media ownership policies in Great Britain and
Europe.McNally analyses the global financial crisis as the first systematic crisis of the neo-liberal stage of capitalism and argues
that far from having ended, the crisis has ushered in a new period of worldwide economic and political turbulence. Taking crisis as
a fundamental feature of capitalism, he challenges the common view that its source lies in financial deregulation. Whilst averting a
complete meltdown, the intervention by central banks laid the basis for recurring crises for poor and working class people.
McNally also traces the new patterns in anti-capitalist action.The Caspian Basin region has boomed since the late 1990s due to new
oil discoveries, new pipelines that have diversified countries' transport options and world oil prices that have risen from below $10
in 1998 to $70 in 2006. This book analyzes the experience of the Caspian countries during the oil boom. It is founded on empirical
studies, using either macroeconomic tools or an analysis of public budgets, or microeconometric analysis of household survey data
or fieldwork in oil-producing regions. Moving from aggregated to disaggregated analysis and, in-keeping with its emphasis on
rigorous empirical analysis to the greatest extent possible, several chapters are written by specialists on the Caspian region. Whilst
there is an emphasis on the economic consequences of the oil boom, the interdisciplinary aspects of the phenomenon are also
recognized. Overall, the analysis is firmly rooted in the region, yet the empirical studies also provide a basis for drawing broader
lessons about the effects of an oil boom.Originally published in 1978, the essays in this text discuss issues surrounding inflation,
governmental roles in economic matters and varying economic systems and theories with a particular lean towards discussing
capitalism evaluating how all of these factors affect the economic state of America. Mattick takes on the view that Economics is
not an exact science and calls into question its predictive powers and as such, emphasises the issues that he felt needed most
attention at the time of writing. This title will be of interest to students of economics and politics.Although the United States and
other affluent nations havemore than an adequate food supply, other nations daily facethe specter of starvation. The world now
has a critical population/food dilemma of potentially major proportions. Production fromthe sea and the land is not keeping pace
with a world populationthat is doubling every thirty-five years. Unless this age-oldMalthusian problem is solved, millions face
starvation and ultimatelydeath.The situation has stimulated substantial international interestin the sea as a source of food and raw
materials. The potentialof the sea-not as a panacea, but as an important source of proteinto augment the world's food supplies and
thereby as a meansof mitigating the crises we face-is a continuing theme throughoutthis book. At present, fish provide
approximately 9 percentof the world's protein. Fish are sought not only for food butalso for recreation and pleasure. What forces
determine the presentsupply and demand for fishery products? More important,what steps are needed to utilize the full potential
of the sea asa source of food and recreation? This book explores these forcesand thus provides an insight into food potential from
the sea."Federalism, defined generally as a collection of self-governing regions under a central government, is widely viewed as a
sensible choice of polity both for emerging democracies and for established states. But while federal institutions are positively
correlated with valued economic, democratic, and justice outcomes, ultimately it is unclear how they are connected and which
cause which. In Democratic Federalism, Robert Inman and Daniel Rubinfeld explore how federalism works and propose concrete
and proven policy guidance on how federalist policies can be designed and implemented successfully. The authors define
federalism according to three parameters: how much federal revenue comes through local governmental bodies, the number of
local governmental bodies, and the extent to which these local bodies are represented federally. In applying these parameters to
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economic concepts and theory, Inman and Rubinfeld explain how federalism works in a way meant to engage scholars in political
science and sociology and policymakers drafting regulation in federalist governments. The book offers applicable ideas and
comparative case studies on how to assess potential policies and how to actually design federalist institutions from scratch. Both
authors have real experience with both, most notably in their work advising the South African government on how to build a
federalist democracy. This book will be an essential guide to understanding and applying federalist concepts and principles"--For
decades US politicians have been kicking the federal deficit and overspending can down the road. No politician can get elected by
running on a platform that will honestly fix the US economy. At no time in history has it been more crucial than now for each of us
to understand our government. In order to do so, we must understand economics, politics, and the difference between the two. We
are the richest country in history but yet we sit on the edge of financial disaster. How can we expect that to change if voters don't
understand the very basics of economics? There has never been a source of information on economics that people can easily
understand, UNTIL NOW. Author Marshall Payn, with a degree in Economics from M.I.T., believes that the current presentation
of economics in our educational system is the biggest obstacle in understanding economics. He developed his unique approach
while working in the field of vocational education, i.e. getting fundamental information from one mind to another. In clear and
simple terms, this book separates truth from emotion, economics from politics, and offers undeniable proof of our country's
destiny if each of us continues to elect politicians while lacking a clear understanding of basic economic principles. If you think
you understand economics, think again. This book is an eye opener, not only with its content, but because these concepts are so
simple. What is truly amazing is that the knowledge in this book is not common knowledge. You cannot call yourself a responsible
citizen unless you read How to Understand Economics in 1 Hour prior to voting in the 2012 US election. It will change the way you
see the government, politicians, and the future of our country.Many fear that efforts to address inequality will undermine the
economy as a whole. But the opposite is true: rising inequality has become a drag on growth and an impediment to market
competition. Heather Boushey breaks down the problem and argues that we can preserve our nation's economic traditions while
promoting shared economic growth.How do our everyday actions shape and transform the world economy? This volume of original
essays argues that current scholarship in international political economy (IPE) is too highly focused on powerful states and large
international institutions. The contributors examine specific forms of 'everyday' actions to demonstrate how small-scale actors and
their decisions can shape the global economy. They analyse a range of seemingly ordinary or subordinate actors, including
peasants, working classes and trade unions, lower-middle and middle classes, female migrant labourers and Eastern diasporas, and
examine how they have agency in transforming their political and economic environments. This book offers a novel way of
thinking about everyday forms of change across a range of topical issues including globalisation, international finance, trade,
taxation, consumerism, labour rights and regimes. It will appeal to students and scholars of politics, international relations,
political economy and sociology.The central problem of modern government and political action is how to choose and implement
effective economic policies. For this reason, the economic considerations of public policy have assumed a more prominent place in
contemporary political thought. Despite efforts among political scientists, economists, and sociologists to fathom the complexities
of this added dimension, none of these solid sciences offers a satisfying approach to the problem. This volume attempts to display
the historical novelty and intellectual importance of this dilemma, to uncover its origins, and to procure a remedy through a clearer
and steadier focus. The book's contributors range from historians of ideas to economic theorists, who bring the approach of their
own intellectual discipline to bear upon the issue.Modernization theory : does economic development cause democratization? / Jose
Antonio Cheibub and James Raymond Vreeland -- Dependency theory / James Mahoney and Diana Rodriguez-Franco -Structuralism / Elliott Green -- Political development / Robert H. Bates -- The Washington Consensus and the new political
economy of economic reform / Kevin Morrison -- Penury traps and prosperity tales : why some countries escape poverty while
others do not / M. Steven Fish -- Culture, politics and development / Michael Woolcock -- Religion, politics and economic
development : synergies and disconnects / Katherine Marshall -- Does inequality harm economic development and democracy? :
accounting for missing values, noncomparable observations, and endogeneity / Christian Houle -- Ethnicity and development / Nic
Cheeseman -- Civil conflict and development / Håvard Hegre -- The politics of the resource curse : a review / Michael L. Ross -Taxation and development / Mick Moore -- How do governments build capabilities to do great things? : ten cases, two competing
explanations, one large research agenda / Matt Andrews -- Leadership and the politics of development / Adrian Leftwich and
Heather Lyne De Ver -- Colonialism and development in africa / Leander Heldring and James A. Robinson -- Investment and debt
/ Layna Mosley -- The role of the state in harnessing trade-and-investment for development purposes / Theodore H. Moran -International financial institutions and market liberalization in the developing world / Stephen C. Nelson -- Foreign aid and
democratization in developing countries / Danielle Resnick -- Organizing for prosperity : collective action, political parties, and the
political economy of development / Philip Keefer -- Missing links in the institutional chain / Anirudh Krishna -- The comparative
politics of service delivery in developing countries / Evan S. Lieberman -- Party systems and the politics of development / Allen
Hicken -- Populism and political representation / Kenneth M. Roberts -- Africa's political economy in the contemporary era / Peter
M. Lewis -- The politics of development in Latin America and East Asia / James W. McGuire -- Development and
underdevelopment in the Middle East and North Africa / Melani Cammett -- Rethinking the institutional foundations of china's
hypergrowth : official incentives, institutional constraints, and local developmentalism / Fubing Su, Ran Tao, and Dali L. Yang -The politics of growth in South Korea : miracle, crisis, and the new market economy / Stephan Haggard and Myung-Koo KangThe
Economics of Politics is the fourth volume in Liberty Fund's The Selected Works of Gordon Tullock. This volume includes some of
Gordon Tullock's most noteworthy contributions to the theory and application of public choice, which is a relatively new science
that links economics and political action. This volume combines the best parts of two of his books, Private Wants: Public Means
and On Voting, as well as his famous monograph The Vote Motive. The common thread of The Economics of Politics is the
importance of the bond between Homo politicus and Homo economicus: they are the same species, each driven largely by selfinterest in vigorous pursuit of such personal objectives as wealth, power, prestige, and income security within the confines of
society. The Economics of Politics covers such diverse public choice topics as: the nature and origins of public choice, the power of
using economic analysis to understand and predict the behavior of politically influenced markets, and an evaluation of voting rules
and political institutions. Equally confident in both the normative and the positive branches of the discipline, and well-versed in
the wide variety of institutions and practices of democracy throughout history, Tullock takes the reader on a journey that goes well
beyond the conventional horizon of public choice. Gordon Tullock is Professor Emeritus of Law at George Mason University,
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where he was Distinguished Research Fellow in the Center for Study of Public Choice and University Professor of Law and
Economics. He also taught at the University of South Carolina, the University of Virginia, Rice University, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University, and the University of Arizona. In 1966 he founded the journal that became Public Choice and
remained its editor until 1990. Charles K. Rowley was Duncan Black Professor of Economics at George Mason University and a
Senior Fellow of the James M. Buchanan Center for Political Economy at George Mason University. He was also General Director
of the Locke Institute.In the 1980s some developing countries adopted orthodox market-oriented policies in response to
international economic crises, others experimented with alternative programs, and still others failed to develop coherent
adjustment strategies of any sort. Building on the case studies in Economic Crisis and Policy Choice, these essays offer
comparative analysis of these divergent experiences with macroeconomic stabilization and structural adjustment. Barbara
Stallings and Miles Kahler explore the external pressures on governments. Peter Evans and John Waterbury examine the role of
the state in the adjustment process, Evans through the lens of earlier historical experience with economic restructuring, Waterbury
by focusing on the politics of privatization. Joan Nelson analyzes the politics of income distribution in the adjustment process, and
Haggard and Kaufman investigate the political correlates of inflation and stabilization. A final essay assesses the prospects for
combining market-oriented reforms with political democratization.The volume focuses on the socio-political aspects of economic
transformations in the Eastern European Socialist countries. Particular emphasis is laid on the problem of interrelations between
the plan and the market and between economic incentives and social consumption. The volume also examines economic and
political factors in the wider political context, particularly looking at the question of democratization within industry and
politics.For those already drawn by the allure of happiness studies, Dutt and Radcliff here provide a rich tour of the frontier in the
field. And for curmudgeons, this work goes far to defuse the skeptical reflex. It is subtle, intelligent, wide-ranging, informative and
even readable throughout. James K. Galbraith, The University of Texas at Austin, US This timely and important book presents a
unique study of happiness from both economic and political perspectives. It offers an overview of contemporary research on the
emergent field of happiness studies and contains contributions by some of the leading figures in the field. General issues such as
the history and conceptualization of happiness are explored, and the underpinning theories and empirics analyzed. The ways in
which economic and political factors both separately and interactively affect the quality of human life are examined, illustrating
the importance of a self-consciously multi-disciplinary approach to the field. In particular, the effects of consumption, income
growth, inequality, discrimination, democracy, the nature of government policies, and labor organization on happiness are
scrutinized. In conclusion, the contributors prescribe what can and should be done at individual and societal levels to improve
human well-being and happiness. This wide-ranging and interdisciplinary book makes a unique contribution to the literature. As
such, it will prove a fascinating read for students and scholars of economics, political science, psychology, sociology, and of course,
to those with a special interest in the analysis of happiness and human well-being.Discusses the effectiveness of government
regulations designed to reduce air pollution and recommends changes in air pollution policies and laws."A Companion to the First
World War" brings together a team of distinguished historians from 10 countries who contribute 38 substantial and thoughtprovoking chapters. The volume opens with a section on the state of the world before 1914, as it prepared for war without
anticipating its true nature, and concludes with an examination of the conflict's military, diplomatic, and cultural legacies. In
addition to covering the military history of the war and the individual states involved, contributors explore major themes such as
war crimes, occupations, film, and gender. Reflecting the latest historical research, this Companion enriches our understanding of
the origins, nature, and impact of what remains one of the most devastating events in modern history.For over one hundred years,
the British economy has been in decline relative to other industrialized countries. This book explores the origins of Britain's
economic problems and develops a striking new argument about the sources of decline. It goes on to analyze the evolution of
economic policy in postwar Britain from the development of Keynesianism to the rise of monetarism under Margaret Thatcher.
France, by contrast, experienced an economic miracle in the postwar period. Hall argues that the French state transformed itself
and then its society through an extensive system of state intervention. In the recent period, however, the French system has
encountered many difficulties, and the book locates their sources in the complex interaction between state and society in France
culminating in the socialist experiment of Francois Mitterrand. Through his insightful, comparative examination of policy-making
in Britain and France, Hall develops a new approach to state-society relations that emphasizes the crucial role of institutional
structures.Publisher DescriptionThe core of this book is a systematic treatment of the historic transformation of the West from
monarchy to democracy. Revisionist in nature, it reaches the conclusion that monarchy is a lesser evil than democracy, but outlines
deficiencies in both. Its methodology is axiomatic-deductive, allowing the writer to derive economic and sociological theorems, and
then apply them to interpret historical events. A compelling chapter on time preference describes the progress of civilization as
lowering time preferences as capital structure is built, and explains how the interaction between people can lower time all around,
with interesting parallels to the Ricardian Law of Association. By focusing on this transformation, the author is able to interpret
many historical phenomena, such as rising levels of crime, degeneration of standards of conduct and morality, and the growth of
the mega-state. In underscoring the deficiencies of both monarchy and democracy, the author demonstrates how these systems are
both inferior to a natural order based on private-property. Hoppe deconstructs the classical liberal belief in the possibility of
limited government and calls for an alignment of conservatism and libertarianism as natural allies with common goals. He defends
the proper role of the production of defense as undertaken by insurance companies on a free market, and describes the emergence
of private law among competing insurers. Having established a natural order as superior on utilitarian grounds, the author goes on
to assess the prospects for achieving a natural order. Informed by his analysis of the deficiencies of social democracy, and armed
with the social theory of legitimation, he forsees secession as the likely future of the US and Europe, resulting in a multitude of
region and city-states. This book complements the author's previous work defending the ethics of private property and natural
order. Democracy - The God that Failed will be of interest to scholars and students of history, political economy, and political
philosophy."This book is the first effort to analyze the economics and politics of agricultural reforms by comparing the reform
processes, their causes and their effects across this vast region. The authors draw on a vast set of studies and new data, which
compare reforms and economic impacts in more than 25 countries. A series of conclusions and implications on the role of
economic reforms in growth, and the importance of initial conditions and political constraints in explaining the choices that were
made and their effects are discussed throughout the book."--BOOK JACKET.The foundation of the European Union was one of
the most important historical events in the second half of the 20th century. In order to fully appreciate the modern state of the EU,
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it is crucial to understand the history of European integration. This accessible overview differs from other studies in its focus on
the major roles played by both the United States and European multinational corporations in the development of the European
Union. Chronologically written and drawing on new findings from two major archives (the archives of the US State Department
and Archive of European Integration), this book sheds crucial new light on the integration process. The History of European
Integration offers a major contribution to our understanding of Europe’s postwar history, and will be essential reading for any
student of postwar European History, Contemporary History, European Politics and European Studies.The role of the democratic
state in the redistribution of wealth is the topic of this readable and lively examination of an often controversial issue. Using public
choice and rent-seeking analysis as a basis, Tullock discusses the role of the democratic state in the redistribution of wealth. He
adds a refreshing dose of realism to a field of economics that is often dominated by idealistic visions. Charles K. Rowley is Duncan
Black Professor of Economics at George Mason University and a Senior Fellow of the James M. Buchanan Center for Political
Economy at George Mason University. He is also General Director of the Locke Institute. The entire series includes: Volume 1:
Virginia Political Economy Volume 2: The Calculus of Consent Volume 3: The Organization of Inquiry (November 2004) Volume
4: The Economics of Politics (February 2005) Volume 5: The Rent-Seeking Society (March 2005) Volume 6: Bureaucracy (June
2005) Volume 7: The Economics and Politics of Wealth Redistribution (July 2005) Volume 8: The Social Dilemma: Of Autocracy,
Revolution, Coup d'Etat, and War (December 2005) Volume 9: Law and Economics (December 2005) Volume 10: Economics
without Frontiers (January 2006)The Economics and Politics of China’s Energy Security Transition clarifies China’s energy and
foreign policies through a comprehensive examination of energy sources, providing an insider’s unique perspective for assessing
China’s energy policies. China’s historic decline in coal consumption since 2013-2014 and a plateauing of its carbon dioxide
emissions have given China an unprecedented opportunity to decarbonize while growing its economy. In response to global
questions about China’s institutional, administrative, and political challenges and risks, this book provides the answers that
everyone is asking. Provides a rare assessment of China’s energy policies and reveals insights into the Chinese government Devotes
attention to issues of global energy governance and energy sanctions Includes data and reference content suitable for researchers
in economics, sustainability, energy policy, geopolitics and political scienceAn updated and expanded edition of the classic
introduction to PPE—philosophy, politics, and economics—coauthored by one of the field’s pioneers Philosophy, Politics, and
Economics offers a complete introduction to the fundamental tools and concepts of analysis that PPE students need to study social
and political issues. This fully updated and expanded edition examines the core methodologies of rational choice, strategic analysis,
norms, and collective choice that serve as the bedrocks of political philosophy and the social sciences. The textbook is ideal for
advanced undergraduates, graduate students, and nonspecialists looking to familiarize themselves with PPE’s approaches. Starting
with individual choice, the book develops an account of rationality to introduce readers to decision theory, utility theory, and
concepts of welfare economics and consumer choice theory. It moves to strategic choice in game theory to explore such issues as
bargaining theory, repeated games, and evolutionary game theory. The text also considers how social norms can be understood,
observed, and measured. Concluding chapters address collective choice, social choice theory and democracy, and public choice
theory’s connections to voters, representatives, and institutions. Rigorous and comprehensive, Philosophy, Politics, and Economics
continues to be an essential text for this popular and burgeoning field. The only book that covers the entirety of PPE methods A
rigorous, nontechnical introduction to decision theory, game theory, and positive political theory A philosophical introduction to
rational choice theory in the social sciencesThis text introduces students to the interrelationship of politics and economics in
American public policymaking: how economic concerns have been legislated into law since Franklin Roosevelt's time and how
politics (e.g., Washington gridlock) affects the economy and the making of public policy.The Political Economy is ideally suited as
a supplementary text for courses in American government and politics, policy studies, business-government relations, and
economic issues and policy making. It integrates selections from the very finest new and classical works of political and economic
analysis, by distinguished scholars, into a comprehensive overview of the American political system.
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